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LatAm Daily | Inflation stable at 9.5% in Brazil and should
reach 2.6% today in Mexico
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In Brazil, annual inflation remained stable but is expected to rise again in the next few months due to a less
favourable seasonality, adjustment in administered prices and a weaker exchange rate. In contrast, Mexican
inflation should register today an historical minimum for the fifth month in a row.

Brazil - Inflation: stable at high levels; ready to move further up
In monthly terms, inflation increased from 0.22% MoM in August to 0.54% MoM in September, due to higher
pressures from the food, housing and transportation groups. From a different perspective, September
inflation was driven by less favourable seasonality, further adjustments in administered prices and the
impact of a weaker exchange rate. In annual terms, inflation remained around 9.50% YoY (9.49% YoY vs.
9.53% YoY in August and 9.56% YoY in July). In spite of the sharp slowdown of economic activity, inflation
will increase again in the next few months as a consequence of a weaker exchange rate, inertial issues and,
mainly, the impact of the recent adjustment in gasoline and diesel prices. We expect it to reach 9.80% YoY
in October and 9.82% YoY in November. Then, in December, thanks to more favourable base-effects, it
should ease somewhat and close the year at 9.6% YoY. We have raised our forecast for the end of 2015
from 9.5% YoY as today’s figures were higher than we expected (0.45% MoM / 9.40% YoY). For more
details, see our Brazil Flash report.

Chile - Once again the trade balance shows a slight deficit
The trade figures posted a deficit of USD85mn in September -for the second  month in a row- but still
showing a positive USD5.35bn YtD. The print was driven by exports at USD4.90bn (-15.6% YoY, basically
due to mining and manufacturing) and imports at USD4.99bn (-8.0% YoY). Although capital goods imports
showed some recovery, the figures still reflect the slack in both domestic and external demand.

Chile - Nominal salaries with no monthly variation in August
There were no monthly changes in wages in August (+5.8% YoY). The monthly figure was driven by
increases in the utilities sector, social services and manufacturing that were fully offset by the declines in
construction, real estate and financial services. In real terms, wages declined 0.7% MoM (+0.8% YoY) while
YtD they consolidated -0.5%. All in all, the figures still support our view of weakness in private demand.

What to watch today
Chile - Consumer price index (September, 07:00hrs NYT)
We expect the CPI to have risen 0.6% MoM in September (+4.8 % YoY), mainly driven by increases in food
stuffs, housing (mainly rental and basic services) and apparel.
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Mexico - Inflation (September, 09:00 hrs NYT)
We expect headline inflation to have risen 0.40% in September, mainly led by the seasonal increase in
tuition fees: If our forecasts prove correct, annual inflation (2.55%) will reach an all-time low for the fifth
month in a row. We expect core prices to have risen 0.35% MoM.
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Calendar indicators  

Source: Bloomberg and BBVA Research
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Most recent Latam reports
Date Description
10.07.2015 Brazil: Inflation: stable at high levels and ready to move further up
10.06.2015 Mexico: Credit to private sector grew 11.6% in August driven by consumer &

firms credit
10.06.2015 Colombia: Sharply rise in food prices pushes inflation up
10.05.2015 Chile: Imacec weakened to 1.1% YoY in August, missing expectations
10.02.2015 Mexico: Weak employment data in the US reduces the chance of a rate hike

soon (In Spanish)
10.02.2015 Colombia: In three decades the country's GDP per capita doubled (In Spanish)
10.02.2015 Colombia: The automotive sector, more than a decade of acceleration (In

Spanish)
10.02.2015 Peru: Inflation surprised on the upside in September
10.02.2015 Mexico: Remittances reach maximum growth & record of year, +13.1% & 2,266.4

million USD
10.02.2015 Mexico: Positive results in Phase 2 of Round 1 from better tendering process &

contracts
10.01.2015 Chile: Minutes reveal that the CB Board aims to moderate expectations of rate

hikes (In Spanish)
10.01.2015 Colombia: The unemployment in August is starting to reflect the economic

slowdown (In Spanish)
09.30.2015 Chile: Indicators by sector point to a low Imacec in August at 2% YoY (In Spanish

)
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This document has been prepared by BBVA Research Department, it is provided for information purposes only and expresses data,
opinions or estimations regarding the date of issue of the report, prepared by BBVA or obtained from or based on sources we consider
to be reliable, and have not been independently verified by BBVA. Therefore, BBVA offers no warranty, either express or implicit,

regarding its accuracy, integrity or correctness.
Estimations this document may contain have been undertaken according to generally accepted methodologies and should be

considered as forecasts or projections. Results obtained in the past, either positive or negative, are no guarantee of future performance.
This document and its contents are subject to changes without prior notice depending on variables such as the economic context or

market fluctuations. BBVA is not responsible for updating these contents or for giving notice of such changes.

BBVA accepts no liability for any loss, direct or indirect, that may result from the use of this document or its contents.
This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase, divest or enter into any interest in
financial assets or instruments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of

any kind.
In regard to investment in financial assets related to economic variables this document may cover, readers should be aware that under
no circumstances should they base their investment decisions in the information contained in this document. Those persons or entities
offering investment products to these potential investors are legally required to provide the information needed for them to take an

appropriate investment decision.
The content of this document is protected by intellectual property laws. It is forbidden its reproduction, transformation, distribution,
public communication, making available, extraction, reuse, forwarding or use of any nature by any means or process, except in cases
where it is legally permitted or expressly authorized by BBVA.
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